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ABSTRACT: 

In the light of developments in technology to analyze personal data, public concerns regarding privacy are 

rising. There is no privacy of data during the transaction between client and server. The main problem is that both 

client and server do not know about the attacker actions. In generally more transactions are dealing into data flowing 

in corporate data stores, and often revealing associations between individuals and sensitive information. Large 

amounts of data related to individuals are continuously acquired, and stored by corporate and government 

institutions. Also the serial release of these data to partner institutions or data analysis centers in a non aggregated 

form is a common situation. Our aim in this thesis is to provide the logical security of data through data Anonymity. 

Our proposed defense algorithm is based on Jensen-Shannon divergence, also its superiority with respect to other 

applicable solutions. Our defense provides strong privacy protection and good data quality, even when the adversary 

has more accurate background knowledge than the defender. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

Large amounts of data related to individuals are continuously acquired, and stored by corporate and 

government institutions. Examples include mobile service requests, web queries, credit card transactions, and transit 

database records. These institutions often need to repeatedly release new or updated portions of their data to other 

partner institutions for different purposes, including distributed processing, participation in inter organizational 
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workflows, and data analysis. In generally problem is the potential adversaries have access to multiple serial releases 

and can easily acquire background knowledge related to the specific domain. This knowledge includes the fact that 

certain sequences of values in subsequent releases are more likely to be observed than other sequences. So we 

protect the data from model privacy attacks on sequential data release based on background knowledge about the 

probability distributions of sensitive values and sequences of sensitive values. We show that current anonymization 

techniques are not resistant to these privacy attacks. So we propose JS-reduce as a new probabilistic defense 

technique based on Jensen-Shannon divergence. Our method is based on the generalization of quasi-identifier (QI) 

values, but generalization is performed with a new goal: minimizing the difference among sensitive values 

probability distributions within each QI-group, while considering the knowledge revision process. Jensen-Shannon 

divergence is used as a measure of similarity. 
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2. SCOPE: 

The scope is processed into the correlation of sensitive values in subsequent releases can be used as 

background knowledge to violate users’ privacy. Our defense provides strong privacy protection and good data 

quality, even when the adversary has more accurate background knoswledge than the defender. Jensen-Shannon 

divergence is used as a measure of similarity. We consider different methods and accuracy levels for the extraction 

of background knowledge, and we show that our defense is effective under different combinations of the knowledge 

of the adversary and the defender. 

 

3. EXISTING SYSTEM: 

In the existing system serial release of the data or information’s are maintained into non aggregated form. The 

data are stored in some periodic time . At that time the client must be idle (must not do any other work or operation). 

There is an often need to repeatedly release new or updated portions of their data to store.  

 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM: 
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fig 4.1 System Architecture 

5.1 METHODOLOGY 

A methodology is usually a guideline system for solving a problem, with specific components such as 

phases, tasks, methods, techniques and tools.      JS-Reduce defense against the identified background knowledge 

attacks. The goal of JS-Reduce is to create quasi identifier whose tuple respondents have similar revised background 

knowledge of sensitive values distribution.  

 

5.2 DATA TRANSACTION FLOW PROCESS 

The implementation of the data transaction flow procedure is explained, in which the subroutine is 

available to applications that access a relational database system. In generally most of the institutions are often need 

to repeatedly release new or updated portions of their data to other partner institutions for different purposes, 

including the distributed processing, participation in inter organizational workflows, and data analysis. 

A stored process is actually stored in the database data dictionary. The hospital may release the patient 

diagnosis records, so that the data analysts and the researchers can study the characteristics of various diseases, this 

record are stored into the database in an aggregated form. That attributes include sensitive information about 

individuals, this sensitive values are divided into transient values that may freely change with time and persistent 

values that never change. 
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fig 5.1 Data transaction flow process 

 

5.3 PERIODICALLY RELEASED TO DATA ANALYSIS 

Many organizations have been recently established the centralized data stores that exchange patients data with 

medical institutions. New records are periodically released to the data analysis centers in aggregated form. The 

implementation of the institutions often need to repeatedly release new or updated portions of their data to other 

partner institutions for different purposes including, distributed processing, participation in inter-organizational 

workflows and data analysis. 

 

5.4 PROTECTION OF USERS PRIVACY 

The protection of user privacy is explained in detail. Considering the potential adversaries, which have the 

access to multiple serial releases and can easily acquire background knowledge related to the specific domain. This 

method provides the Privacy protection approaches which can be divided into micro data anonymity and differential 

privacy methods. Micro data anonymity work focus on techniques which deals either with multiple data releases or 

with adversary background knowledge, but limited to a single data release. 

 

5.5 DATA ANONYMIZATION TECHNIQUES 

This module deals with the processing of data anonymization techniques. It deals into the multiple data releases. 

This technique mainly used into the two types of data transaction stage, in here the sensitive values are divided in 

transient values that may freely change with time, and persistent values that never change. In generally in order to 

protect the anonymity of the entities to which information refers, data holders often remove or encrypt explicit 

identifiers such as names, addresses, and phone numbers. In also our system make the one protection techniques of 

the RSA encryption algorithm. Then it provided into the process of dataset values are getting encrypted format 
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sending into the server. In here we present into the approach of securely anonymzing a dataset based protection 

techniques. 
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Fig 5.3 Data Anonymization. 

 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

This system deals with defending data from background knowledge attack using anonymization techniques. 

It deals into the multiple data releases. This technique mainly used into the two types of data transaction stages here 

the sensitive values are divided in transient values that may freely change with time, and persistent values that never 

change. JS-reduce defense against the identified background knowledge attacks. The goal of JS-reduce is to create 

QI-groups (Quasi Identifier) whose group respondents have similar RBKsv (revised sensitive values background 

knowledge) (resp. BKsv (sensitive values background knowledge) distributions processing of privacy-preserving 

query answering over statistical databases. 
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